Primary vaginal sarcoma accounts for only 1% of vaginal malignancies which in turn are uncommon among female genital malignancies [1]. The onset age of vaginal sarcoma has 2 peak periods: embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma in children under 5 years and leiomyosarcoma in adults between 30 and 60 years [2]. Until 2006, only 138 cases of vaginal leiomyosarcoma had been reported [3]. We present another rare case of stage IV vaginal leiomyosarcoma with metastases to the lung and breast.

Introduction

A 42-year-old woman (gravida 2, para 1) presented with a small lump in the upper left lung and vaginal bleeding in May 2008. The patient had a history of subtotal hysterectomy for hysteromyoma 9 years ago. A needle biopsy of the lump indicated metastatic tumor. A vaginal neoplasm was detected and biopsied in the patient’s local Provincial People’s Hospital. The histopathological analysis revealed leiomyosarcoma. The patient was transferred to our hospital. Pelvic examination showed an exophytic and ulcerative mass 3 cm in diameter originating from the lower third of the left vaginal wall. The cervical Pap smear was normal. Pelvic ultrasonography recorded nothing abnormal except uterine absence. The diagnosis was vaginal leiomyosarcoma with pulmonary metastasis.
The patient received preoperative chemotherapy consisting of the MAID regimen (mesna, doxorubicin, ifosfamide, dacarbazine). In June 2008, she underwent extensive excision of the vulva and lower half of the vagina, vulvar vaginoplasty, and inguinal and pelvic lymphadenectomy. The gross specimen measured approximately 2 × 3 cm. Immunohistochemical analysis revealed positive staining for desmin, smooth muscle antibody, and estrogen and progesterone receptors. Ki-67 was positive in 30% of the neoplastic cells. The pathologic report showed vaginal leiomyosarcoma with necrosis (figs. 1 C and D). Surgical margins were free of disease, and a total of 29 lymph nodes were free of metastasis. After 3 cycles of postoperative MAID chemotherapy, thoracic computed tomography (CT) showed only some remaining fiber shadow. The patient was followed up every 3–4 months.

In February 2010, chest X-ray reported a 3.6 × 3.5 cm mass with uneven density near the left pulmonary hilus (fig. 1 A). After 4 months, no change was seen on CT (fig. 1 B), and the oncologists concluded that this was probably a resistant lesion and proposed lobectomy.

In September 2010, the patient palpated a thumbnail mass in her left breast. There were no other breast complaints and no family history of breast cancer. Mammography at the Provincial People’s Hospital showed a dense mass measuring 2.2 × 2 cm in the upper outer quadrant of the left breast. Examination of a fine needle aspiration revealed suspected fibroadenoma. The patient then accepted segment resection of the left breast and flap reconstruction in that hospital. Immunohistochemistry revealed positive staining for desmin, calponin, and vimentin. Ki-67 was positive in 40% of the tumor cells. The final pathological diagnosis was leiomyosarcoma. Our hospital supported the diagnosis of metastatic leiomyosarcoma arising from the vagina (fig. 1 E). The patient was advised to resume MAID. However, after 1 cycle, thoracic CT showed many nodules in both lungs and a cancer embolus in the left atrium, and she was transferred to West China Hospital for palliative treatment.

**Discussion**

The present patient underwent a subtotal hysterectomy in another hospital 9 years ago to avoid uterine malignancy. Vaginal bleeding occurred in connection with a vaginal mass. No lumps were noted in other genital organs. Pathological examination at our hospital revealed vaginal leiomyosarcoma, which is a relatively rare and aggressive tumor that spreads early and metastasizes by the hematogenous route. The level of malignancy depends on the histological mitotic activity, cellular atypia, and necrosis. The most frequent symptoms are a growing vaginal mass, abdominal pain, and vaginal bleeding. Due to its extremely aggressive behavior with a great tendency for local recurrence and distant metastasis, the 2-year survival rate is less than 50% [4]. Although these tumors may occur in relation to pelvic irradiation, the etiology is still unknown [5].

Extensive resection with disease-free margins is the optimal treatment to prevent local recurrence. For persistent or recurrent lesions, postoperative chemotherapy can be added [6, 7], but ultimately management should be case-based. MAID is a commonly used regimen. In a meta-analysis including 14 controlled trials, 1,568 patients with soft tissue sarcomas demonstrated that Adriamycin-based chemotherapy significantly delayed both local and distant recurrence and enhanced overall recurrence-free survival [8]. Resection of pulmonary metastasis offers a long-term survival benefit [9]. In our case, pre- and postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy made the pulmonary metastasis disappear for 14 months. Detection of the unexpected breast metastasis meant that lung surgery was no longer pursued. Moreover, the patient received 1 cycle of chemotherapy before vaginal leiomyosarcoma surgery, which stopped the bleeding effectively and enabled her to have a successful operation. A recent report of 64 patients with extremity or body wall soft tissue sarcomas characterized by high grade and a diameter of ≥ 8 cm treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy (MAID) combined with radiation showed 3-year disease-free and overall survival rates of 56.6 and 75.1%, respectively, and 5-year rates of 56.1 and 71.2%, respectively [10].

The prognostic factors include age, tumor size, histological grade, FIGO stage, mitotic count, tumor injury, and treatment modality. Tumors often relapse within 2 years of the first diagnosis, with hematogenous metastasis to lung or liver [6, 11]. Breast metastasis is very rare (2%) because of the large amount of fibrous tissue with relatively poor blood supply making the breast resistant to metastasis from extra-mammary malignancy [12]. Most breast metastases are secondary to lung or other metastases and present as hard, painless, well-circumscribed lumps in the upper outer quadrant without

**Fig. 1.** A 3.6 × 3.5 cm mass near the left pulmonary hilus (arrow); B Same mass in computed tomography image 4 months later (arrow); C Vaginal leiomyosarcoma containing interlacing fascicles of spindle cells, many with markedly pleomorphic nuclei, H&E ×200; D Vaginal leiomyosarcoma cells showing nuclear pleomorphism with bizarre nuclei and mitotic activity, H&E ×400; E Metastatic breast leiomyosarcoma cells with nucleic mitosis and necrosis, H&E ×200.
skin change, as described in this report [13, 14]. In our case, the breast metastasis may have been secondary to the lung metastasis. In summary, the rare and prognostically poor tumor form presented in this report requires ongoing evaluation of current therapies and development of new treatment strategies.
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